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What are romal reins?

Long used in
the cow horse
arena, romal reins
are an old tool
gaining new popularity
among reiners, too.
By Megan Arszman

ometimes,
it’s all about tradition.
The art of riding horses, the craft
of leatherwork and the use of a particular tool, such as romal reins, are things
that are all passed down and learned from tradition.
Romal reins (pronounced rom-AL) came to the Western part of the country with the Spanish vaqueros. Back in the 1700s, Spanish land grants in
California enticed Mexican horsemen to move north. Their mounts were
outfitted in tooled leather saddles, spade bits and a one-piece rein. American
cowboys became enamored by the amount of control the vaqueros had over
their horses, which moved and listened with minimal direction or movement
from the rider.
“Everyone loved the horses ridden by the Spanish vaquero because they
looked so good,” said longtime cowboy and expert tack maker Dennis
Moreland.

Romal reins are actually comprised of two
parts: the romal and the reins. The reins go
from the bit to the hand; the romal is held in
the opposite hand. Each set of romal reins
has what could be considered ornamental
braided balls in a set pattern. Moreland
points out while those are decoration, they
are also functional.
“When a horse gets sweaty, the balls touch
the neck rather than the whole rein, so they
help keep the sweat off the main portion of
the rein,” Moreland explained.
The balls also act like a button pushing on
the horse’s neck.
“When you go to turn your horse, he can
feel the contact of the individual balls touching his neck,” Moreland said, adding that the
weight of the balls helps give the rein balance
and drape.
The romal, which has a similar button pattern to the reins, comprises half the length
of the rein. If the rein is eight feet long, the
romal will be four feet long. It’s constructed
from a heavier body, so it’s larger in diameter.
On each end of the romal is a loop, one
of which has a small leather thong to attach
the romal to the rein. National Reined Cow
Horse Association (NRCHA) rules state
the rider cannot touch the reins with his or
her off hand, so the hand must be placed
above the leather thong. The other loop on
the romal attaches to a leather popper. The
popper is approximately 14 inches long and
folded in half with a rawhide braid around
the top. The rawhide is another functional
decoration – the popper can be used as a
quirt. Often, the sound from the slap of the
popper against chaps is all it takes to wake up
a horse or to get cattle moving without even
touching the animals.
Some believe the romal can be a harsh tool
for riders, but NRCHA Hall of Famer Don
Murphy disputed any concern about the use
of the popper.
“A pair of reins of any kind can be abusive
in abusive hands,” he said. “I’d rather spank
a horse with the romal than spur and draw
blood on his sides. A person can be abusive
with split reins and a smooth-mouth snaffle.
You just need to be educated about how to
ride and use the tools you have.”
Traditional romal reins will also have
rein chains that connect the rein to the bit.
(Romal reins are used with curb or spade
(above left) Dennis Moreland made these hand-braided,
16-plait kangaroo romal reins, which feature 45 buttons
and nine barrel knots.
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tool in their training programs.
“A lot of times, especially as trainers, we do
things where we’re helping the horse, and we
don’t realize that we’re helping him too much
until the owner gets on or you go into the
show pen, and then it’s too late to fix,” said
Michigan reining trainer Trevor Walton. “I’ll
use the romal reins to work with some of my
older horses at home, just so I can check my
work and make sure the horse is comfortable
and confident.”
Equi-Stat Elite $4 Million Rider Andrea
Fappani is another reiner who incorporates
romal reins in his program. He caused
quite a stir when he rode Spooky Whiz to
the 2016 NRHA Futurity Level 4 Open
Championship in romal reins, becoming the
first to do so.
“When I first came to the States, I worked
with Todd Bergen for six years, and that’s
where I got the basis of my training,”
Fappani said of the noted reining and cow
horse trainer. “I use romal reins a lot in training with all of my horses.
“The way you can move your hand with
the romal can give the horse more balance
so they are not completely on their own, but
they feel a little more guidance from you,”
Fappani added.
People like to emulate success, and
Fappani’s romal-reined performance in
Oklahoma City may catch on among
reiners. Romal reins could become the
latest show-ring trend, but they will
always have a solid base and background rich in tradition. ★

Romal reins tend to be used more in the
reined cow horse discipline than in any
other event, mostly because of the tradition behind the tool.
“The NRCHA is pretty steeped in tradition,” Moreland said. “The California
Reined Cow Horse Association, which is
what the NRCHA was originally called,
required bridle horses to be shown with
romal reins. They wanted to preserve that
Romal reins, such as these used by World’s Greatest Horseman tradition of training and riding a horse.
Reserve Champion Luke Jones on Tommy Boon, are a reined cow When the NRCHA was formed, they said
horse tradition.
they were going to continue with the tradition, and they have.”
bits only, never with a snaffle bit.) Rein
“I was born and raised with romals in my
chains add balance to the reins. Some horses hand,” Murphy said. “I’ve shown in split reins
prefer to work with rein chains, while othwhen I have competed in reining, but I prefer
ers prefer reins connected with leather or
the style of the romal because it’s a
rawhide. Rein chains come in handy when
way of life – it’s what I’ve used.”
watering a horse from a tank – the rawhide
While reined cow horse origidoes not get wet.
nated on the West Coast, reinMoreland emphasized the importance
ing started on the East Coast.
of the functional décor on romal reins, as it
Romal reins aren’t as popuhelps give balance to the rein and a different,
lar in the reining pen, but
better feel for the horse.
trainers who are well
“It’s a different feel you just don’t get with
versed in their use often
split reins,” he said.
use them as another
Part of that different feel stems from how
a rider holds romal reins compared to split
reins. Romal reins are held in one hand in a fist
(thumb up), with the romal in the other hand.
Moreland pointed out that the romal rein
is always balanced and even, while split reins
can tend to be uneven. One split rein can
be shorter than the other, not allowing for
an even pull on the bit when the rider picks
up on the reins. When a rider picks up the
one-piece romal reins, there is an even pull
on the bit.
“Romal reins give more support because
there’s more contact with the horse’s mouth,”
explained Murphy. “Split reins are ridden
looser, so there’s not as much connection
with the bit.”
Riders also sit differently in the saddle when
When Andrea Fappani used romal reins to guide Spooky Whiz to the NRHA Futurity Level 4 Open Championship, it generthey ride with a romal versus a split rein.
ated renewed interest among reiners about the traditional piece of tack.
“I tell people romal reins help your pos-
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ture,” Moreland said. “You hold romal
reins above the saddle horn, and closer to
your belly and chest, which straightens
you up. It’s like you have a stick from your
thumb to your chin. When you pick up the
romal rein, if you’re leaning slightly forward, they will straighten you up.”
Conversely, Moreland cautioned, riders
who hold split reins with their left hands
tend to lean forward, toward that hand.
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